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How to build the most egg-cellent Easter basket ever

From iconic chocolates to activities they’ll enjoy long after the last jelly bean is eaten, here’s what to include in their basket (and it’s all from Amazon)!

Read More
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Make every get-together memorable with tips, DIY guides, gift ideas, recipes and inspiration from the party experts.
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Move over, tie-dye—these hand-painted Easter eggs are THE next big trend

Designer and DIYer Cynthia Moreno of HotPinkPineapples gives a step-by-step guide on how to create these surprisingly easy (but absolutely enchanting) eggs.

Inspiration & Ideas
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Tips & tricks for the most memorable Easter egg hunt ever

All the tips and tricks you need to plan the most fun Easter egg hunt ever.

Inspiration & Ideas
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A cute (and easy!) DIY Easter craft for kids from P.S.—I Made This

Get egg-cited! Erica Domesek from P.S.—I Made This has the perfect spring DIY project for your kids to make + wear this Easter—bunny and egg eyewear.

Inspiration & Ideas
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The 10 Baby Shower Trends You’ll Definitely Be Seeing in 2024

What to expect on the people-who-are-expecting scene for 2024. These are the 10 baby shower themes you’ll definitely be seeing a lot of this year!
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What to write in a baby shower card

Need help with what to say in a baby shower card? Check out these examples and tips from the experts at Evite.

Etiquette
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What to write in a baby shower invitation

Everything you need to know about baby shower invitations, all in one place.

Etiquette
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When to send your baby shower invitations

The experts at Evite have outlined when to send out baby shower invitations to make your baby shower planning easier. 

Etiquette
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The 12 Adult Birthday Party Trends That Will Be Everywhere in 2024

Expect opulence, enhanced immersive experiences, mix and mingle-friendly floor plans and yet more disco balls.

Trend Reports
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Here’s Our Exclusive Report on 2024’s Top Kids’ Birthday Party Trends (Because We Don’t Gatekeep!)

Be a bday trendsetter in 2024 with these kids’ birthday party ideas.
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Birthday party invitation message ideas

Not sure what to write in your birthday invitations? The party planning pros at Evite can help you write the perfect birthday invitation message.

Etiquette
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The ultimate graduation party checklist

Your graduate worked hard to get that diploma, but that doesn’t mean you need to sweat over their grad party. Download our complete graduation party checklist!

Planning & Budget
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The 9 coolest graduation party theme ideas for the class of 2024

Gradchella, Barbie and more: These are the top 9 graduation party ideas you need to know about this grad szn.
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Graduation Decorations Your 2024 Grad Will Def Post on Their TikTok

Dessert tables, 2024 charcuterie boards and Gen Z’s fave patterns are going to be everywhere this grad season.

Inspiration & Ideas
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Graduation Makeup & Skincare Finds for Absolutely Fire Grad Pics and Senior Photos

Prepping for grad season? These makeup and skincare products get an A+ from us.

Gift Ideas
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Why You Should Have a Graduation Party

Not sure if you want to throw a graduation party? Here are 7 A+ reasons why you absolutely should.
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When should you send invitations to a graduation party?

Graduation season is one of the busiest times of the year, so play it smart. Find out when to send your graduation party invitations here!
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12 ways to slay your high school graduation outfit

Ladies, you’ve (almost) got that diploma, so now’s the time to get that perfect ’fit to celebrate it in!

Party Outfits
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Graduation invitation wording 101

Gather loved ones to celebrate the grad in your life with these graduation invitation wording tips and ideas!

Etiquette
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Best gifts for college grads, according to a recent college graduate

Give your grad a gift they’ll love with this list of best-in-class finds.

Gift Ideas
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What to write in a graduation card: 40+ graduation card wording ideas

From funny to heartfelt, try these 40+ graduation card wording suggestions this grad season.
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The top graduation gifts for a 2024 high school grad, according to an actual high schooler

We’ve got the inside scoop on what high school grads really want when it comes to graduation gifts!

Gift Ideas
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The best graduation gift in 2024? An eGift card they’ll actually use

These are *almost* as exciting as a diploma to receive.

Gift Ideas
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Mom-approved Mother’s Day ideas (that aren’t just brunch)

(Don’t worry—mimosas also pair well with these ideas!)

Inspiration & Ideas
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If you’re a parent in Dallas, you need to know about these 25 kids’ bday party places

Epic places to jump, build, create and (most importantly) celebrate! This is the ultimate kids’ bday venue list—and it’s based on insight from Dallas locals.

Inspiration & Ideas
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Cool parents agree, these are the top 25 kids’ bday party places in LA

Laser tag. Bowling. Soft play. See where our trusted network of parents takes their kids for the best birthday parties in Los Angeles.

Inspiration & Ideas
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NYC’s 20 hottest kids’ bday venues, according the coolest NYC parents

Super-cool crafts. Slime time. Sports galore. See where our trusted network of parents takes their own kids for the best birthday parties in NYC.

Inspiration & Ideas
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How to Tactfully Say “No Siblings, Please” on a Birthday Invitation

Sometimes more isn’t merrier! Get our top tips and wording suggestions on how to nicely request “no siblings” at your child’s birthday party.

Etiquette
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The ultimate kids’ birthday party planning checklist

The only checklist you’ll need for planning your kiddo’s birthday party.

Planning & Budget
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The ultimate baby shower checklist—how to throw a stress-free celebration!

Planning a baby shower is a lot of fun (and a lot of work)! Download our complete baby shower checklist to streamline your party planning!

Planning & Budget
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How to survive a party alone

Strike up a conversation and make new friends with these quick tips on how to enjoy going to a party alone.

Etiquette






Featured invitations



Gold Frame (Wedding)
Cards & Announcements





On Cloud Nine
Cards & Announcements
Taylor Swift-inspired invitations




Bright Blooms (Bridal)
Cards & Announcements





On Cloud Nine
Cards & Announcements
Phoebe Tillem
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✨ Glitter seemed like a good idea at the time.

👶 Your toddler’s new favorite hair accessory? Vanilla frosting.


🌈 If the party theme is rainbow-princess-dinosaur, you know it’s gonna be good. 


🧀 When in doubt, serve a charcuterie board.


👵 When grandma’s taken over the dance floor, you know it’s a good party.



🎈 Balloons & bubbles. We’ve just planned your toddler’s party. You’re welcome.
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